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Organization of the Document 
 
Figure 1 shows how different documents are distributed. 
 
Figure 1: Organization of the Document 
 
Only for reference porpoises: 
 Annex I: Economical Study 
  The project budget and feasibility study is detailed. 
 Annex II: User Requirements 
  The capabilities and the constraints of the design are detailed. 
 Annex III: Technical Drawings 
  All sketches, drawings and graphic explanations are gathered here. 
 Annex IV: Data Processing Modules 
  The different software modules are gathered here. 
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List of Acronyms 
 
AENA: Aeropuertos Españoles y Navegación Aérea 
BDT: Barycentric Dynamical Time 
BIPM: Bureau International of Poids and Measures 
BLUE: Best Linear Unbiased Minimum Estimator 
CTT: Centre de Transferència Tecnològica 
DPC: Data Processing Core 
EC: European Commission  
ECEF: Earth Centered Earth Fixed  
EGEP: European GNSS Evolution Plan 
EGNOS: European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service   
ESA: European Space Agency 
ESSP: European Satellite Services Provider 
ETSEIAT: Escola Tècnica Superior Enginyeries Industrial i Aeronàutica de Terrassa 
EU: European Union 
EUROCONTROL: European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation 
gAGE: Research Group of Astronomy and Geomatics 
GGSP: Galileo Geodetic Service Provider  
GJA: Galileo Joint Undertaken Authority 
gLAB: GNSS-Lab Tool 
GLONASS: Global Orbiting Navigation Satellite System 
GMT: Greenwich Mean Time 
GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite System 
GPS:  Global Positioning System 
GSA: Galileo Supervisory Authority  
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GTRF: Galileo Terrestrial Reference Frame  
GUI: Graphical User Interface 
IGS: International GNSS Service 
IONEX: IONosphere maps EXchange 
IOV: In-Orbit Validation  
ITRF: International Terrestrial Reference Frame  
JD: Julian Day 
LI: Geometric Free Combination 
LMS: Least Minimum Squares 
MEO: Medium Earth Orbit 
MJD: Modified Julian Day 
MW: Melbourne-Wübbena 
PDF: Portable Document Format 
PFC: Projecte de Fi de Carrera 
PPP: Precise Point Positioning 
PPS: Precise Positioning Service  
PRN: Pseudo-Random Noise  
RINEX: Receiver INdependent Exchange Format 
SI: International System  
SOW: Statement of Work 
SP3: Standard Products 3 format from IGS 
SPS: Standard Positioning Service 
STEC: Slant Total Electron Content 
SW: SoftWare 
TAI: Temps Atomique International 
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TDT: Terrestrial Dynamic Time  
TGD: Total Group Delay 
UPC: Technical University of Catalonia 
US: United States 
UT: Universal Time 
VHF: Very High Frequency 
VLBI: Very Long Baseline Interferometry  
VOR: VHF Omni-directional Range 
VTEC: Vertical Total Electron Content 
WGS: World Geodetic System 
WLMS: Weight Least Minimum Squares 
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  This annex contains the software modules that the author has develop to in 
order to achieve the aim of the project. 
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Observation RINEX Lector Module 
 
/*********************************************************************** 
 * Copyright: gAGE-NAV,S.L. Barcelona, Spain 
 * Project: "Design, Implementation and Testing of GPS Data Processing Modules for 
GNSS Navigation" 
 * Author: Adrià Rovira Garcia 
 * File: LectorObservationRINEX.c 
 * Date: 20/01/2010 







//The maximum number of Satellites and Observations per epoch the lector admits 
#define MaxSat 15 
#define MaxObs 12 
 
//Physical Constants 
#define c 299792458.0 
#define F1 1575420000.0 
#define F2 1227600000.0 
 
typedef struct { 
       double Version; 
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       char Type; 
       char SatSystem; 
       char Pgm[21]; 
       char Runby[21]; 
       char Date[21]; 
       double Interval;  
       int WavelenghtL1;        
       int WavelenghtL2; 
       int ObservationTypesNumber; 
       int ObservationTypes[MaxObs];  
       double FirstObservation[6]; 
       char TimeSystem[4]; 
       char Observer[21]; 
       char Agency[41]; 
       char AntennaNumber[21]; 
       char AntennaType[21]; 
       double AntennaXYZ[3]; 
       double AntennaHeightEastUp[2]; 
       char ReceiverNumber[21];  
       char ReceiverType[21];  
       char ReceiverVersion[21];  
       char MarkerName[61];       
       char MarkerNumber[61];                 
       double LastObservation[6]; 
       int Receiverclockoffset; 
       int Leapseconds; 
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       int PRNObs[50][11]; 
        
       }ObservationRINEX; 
 
void Initialize(double ObsMatrix[MaxSat][MaxObs]); 
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]); 
void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput); 
void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,int *IntOutput); 
void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput); 
void Trim(char *CharToBeTrimed); 
double JulianDate(double YY, double MM, double DD, double UT); 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
  ObservationRINEX Obs; 
  char * line = NULL; 
  char HeaderLabel[21], Observation[15]; 
  int i=0, j=0, k=0; 
  int  FirstRowTypeObser = 1, ReadHeader=1; 
  size_t len = 0; 
  //The "Observation Types char vector"containing all possible observations: 
[L1,L2,C1,C2,P1,P2,D1,D2,T1,T2,S1,S2]  
  //with an extra space (for \n) 
  char strObservationTypes[][3] = { 
"L1","L2","C1","C2","P1","P2","D1","D2","T1","T2","S1","S2" };  
  //The counter that keeps the position of the observations 
  int u=0;   
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  char CharAux; 
  int TotalSatNumber, NumSat[MaxSat], TypeSat[MaxSat],Obs2Diplay; 
  double Observations[MaxSat][MaxObs]; 
  double EpochSecond=0.0, EpochMinute=0.0, EpochHour=0.0, EpochDay=0.0, 
EpochMonth=0.0;  
  double EpochJD=0.0, YearJD=0.0; 
    //First, create a FILE object which is a data stream channel then, open a RINEX file into 
this data stream channel 
  FILE *DataStream; 
  DataStream  =  fopen ( argv[1] , "r" ); 
  //Compute te number of observables to be procesed in order { 
"L1","L2","C1","C2","P1","P2","D1","D2","T1","T2","S1","S2" }; 
  //if not present, 0.000 will be diplayed, untill changed, we will process just from L1 to 
P2 (Zero to 5) 
  Obs2Diplay=atoi(argv[2]); 
  Obs2Diplay=Obs2Diplay-1; 
  //A output file is created for station coordinates  
  FILE *StationDataStream; 
  StationDataStream  =  fopen ("station.pos" , "w" );   
   
  //Process the RINEX file 
  while ( feof (DataStream)==0 ){ 
      
    //In this first part, the Header is read and processed.  
  while (ReadHeader==1){  
      
        //Read "&len" characters of each line of "Data Stream", and stores them in "&line"  
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     getline(&line, &len, DataStream); 
      
     if (len==0) break; 
    
  //Initialize "HeaderLabel" for current iteration 
  for (i=0;i<21;i++) HeaderLabel[i] = '\0'; 
   
  //Header search: compare 20 characters from de 60th character in 
"line", and stores in "Header Label 
  //No need to write "&HeaderLabel": Since a string is already a character 
pointer 
  Tokenizer(line,60,20,HeaderLabel); 
     //Every line's contents are stored in different parts of the RINEX Observation 
Structure 
     //If sentences determines which header line is evaluated 
     if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "RINEX VERSION / TYPE", 20) == 0){ 
      //Here, it's necessary to write "&Obs.Version" because it is not defined 
as a pointer, it is a unique 
      //value, in this case it is a char    
      DoubleTokenizer(line,0,9,&Obs.Version);  
      CharTokenizer(line,20,1,&Obs.Type); 
      CharTokenizer(line,40,1,&Obs.SatSystem); 
       
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "PGM / RUN BY / DATE", 19) == 0){ 
      //Here, theres is NOT necessary to put "&Obs.pgm", as it is defined as a 
vector, and a vector 
      //it is already a pointer: vector b = &b[0] 
      Tokenizer(line,0,20,Obs.Pgm);  
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      Tokenizer(line,20,20,Obs.Runby); 
      Tokenizer(line,40,20,Obs.Date); 
 
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "INTERVAL", 8) == 0){ 
      //The interval between observations is stored 
      DoubleTokenizer(line,0,9,&Obs.Interval);  
   
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "WAVELENGTH FACT L1/2", 20) == 0){ 
      IntTokenizer(line,0,6,&Obs.WavelenghtL1);  
      IntTokenizer(line,6,6,&Obs.WavelenghtL2); 
       
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "# / TYPES OF OBSERV", 19) == 0){       
        if (FirstRowTypeObser==1){ 
       //Distinct the case when the number of observation types is 
bigger than 9,  
       FirstRowTypeObser=0; 
       
       //Check how many observation types are present in the RINEX 
file 
       IntTokenizer(line,0,6,&Obs.ObservationTypesNumber); 
       //printf("Number of Obs %d\n", Obs.ObservationTypesNumber);  
   
          
     //Initialize "ObservationTypes" position vector of the 
structure "Obs" which contains the position of all  
      //possible observations: 
[L1,L2,C1,C2,P1,P2,D1,D2,T1,T2,S1,S2]. If (-1: Observation not present in the  
      //current file, !0: Observation Present in this order) 
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         for (i=0;i<MaxObs;++i) Obs.ObservationTypes[i]=-1; 
         } 
         
        //Store in "Obs.ObservationTypes[]" vector the colum row for each 
observation type          
     for(j=0;j<Obs.ObservationTypesNumber;++j){ 
      Tokenizer(line,10+6*j,2,&CharAux); 
      for (i=0;i<MaxObs;++i){ 
       if (strncmp(&CharAux, strObservationTypes[i], 
2)==0){  
        Obs.ObservationTypes[i]=u; 
        u++; 
         
        } 
       }      
      }     
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "TIME OF FIRST OBS", 17) == 0){ 
      //Fill the "Obs.FirstObservation[]" vector, which has a format: 
[YYYY,MM,DD,HH,MIN,SEC] 
      for (i=0; i<5; ++i){ 
       DoubleTokenizer(line,6*i,6,&Obs.FirstObservation[i]); 
       }   
      DoubleTokenizer(line,30,13,&Obs.FirstObservation[5]); 
      Tokenizer(line,48,3,Obs.TimeSystem); 
       
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "OBSERVER / AGENCY", 17) == 0){      
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      Tokenizer(line,0,20,Obs.Observer);  
      Tokenizer(line,20,20,Obs.Agency); 
       
      //printf("Observer Agency %s %s\n", Obs.Observer,Obs.Agency ); 
       
       
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "ANT # / TYPE", 12) == 0){       
      Tokenizer(line,0,20,Obs.AntennaNumber);  
      Tokenizer(line,20,20,Obs.AntennaType); 
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "APPROX POSITION XYZ",19) == 0){      
   
      //Store the marker position (WGS84) in "&Obs.AntennaXYZ" vector in 
format [X,Y,Z] 
      //Save approx position (X Y Z) of the Station  
      fprintf (StationDataStream,"%10s",Obs.MarkerName); 
      
      for (i=0;i<3;++i){ 
       DoubleTokenizer(line,i*14,14,&Obs.AntennaXYZ[i]); 
       fprintf (StationDataStream," %14.3f",Obs.AntennaXYZ[i]); 
       //printf("XYZ %d %f \n",i, Obs.AntennaXYZ[i]);  
       } 
       
      fprintf (StationDataStream," \n"); 
       fclose(StationDataStream); 
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "ANTENNA: DELTA H/E/N",20) == 0){      
      
      //Store the antenna height, east excentricity and north excentricity in 
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      //"&Obs.AntennaHeightEastUp" vector in format [Height,East,Up] 
      for (i=0;i<3;++i){ 
       DoubleTokenizer(line,i*14,14,&Obs.AntennaHeightEastUp[i]); 
       }  
     }else if ( strncm(HeaderLabel, "REC # / TYPE / VERS",19) == 0){   
      Tokenizer(line,0,20,Obs.ReceiverNumber);  
      Tokenizer(line,20,20,Obs.ReceiverType); 
      Tokenizer(line,40,20,Obs.ReceiverVersion); 
  
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "MARKER NAME",11) == 0){   
         Tokenizer(line,0,60,Obs.MarkerName);  
         Trim(Obs.MarkerName);  
      
      //printf("MARKER NAME %s \n", Obs.MarkerName );  
 
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "MARKER NUMBER",13) == 0){   
         Tokenizer(line,0,60,Obs.MarkerNumber);  
      
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "END OF HEADER",13) == 0){   
   ReadHeader=0; 
   //printf("End of Header \n"); 
     } 
      
     //This frees the memory that's occupied by "line" 
     free(line); 
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     //"line" gets the null valor of "NULL". In next iteration, getline, will make it as 
bigger as needed 
     line=NULL; 
     } 
       
    //Observation Record processment: 
         //Read "&len" characters of each line of "Data Stream", and stores them in 
"&line" 
     if (line!=NULL) line[0]='\0';    
  getline(&line, &len, DataStream);           
  if (line[0]=='\0') break; 
 
     //Compute the total number of satellites present in the current epoch 
     TotalSatNumber=0; 
     IntTokenizer(line,29,3,&TotalSatNumber); 
     //printf("TotalSatNumber %i \n", TotalSatNumber); 
     //Read and store the date of the current epoch 
     EpochSecond=0.0; EpochMinute=0.0; EpochHour=0.0; EpochDay=0.0; 
EpochMonth=0.0;  
     DoubleTokenizer(line,4,2,&EpochMonth); 
     DoubleTokenizer(line,7,2,&EpochDay); 
     DoubleTokenizer(line,10,2,&EpochHour); 
     DoubleTokenizer(line,13,2,&EpochMinute); 
     DoubleTokenizer(line,16,11,&EpochSecond); 
     EpochSecond=EpochSecond+60*EpochMinute+3600*EpochHour; 
   
  //Convert to Julian Date 
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  EpochJD=JulianDate(Obs.FirstObservation[0], EpochMonth, 
EpochDay,12.0); 
     YearJD=JulianDate(Obs.FirstObservation[0],1.0,1.0,12.0); 
      
  //Store in "TypeSat" vector the type of satellite (G/blanck for GPS) that 
are present in the current epoch  
  //Store in "NumSat" vector which satellites are present in the current 
epoch 
  for (j=0,i=0;i<TotalSatNumber;i++,j++) { 
   if (j==12) { 
    getline(&line, &len, DataStream); 
    j=0; 
    } 
   sscanf(&line[32+j*3],"%c",&TypeSat[i]); 
   sscanf(&line[33+j*3],"%2d",&NumSat[i]); 
   if (TypeSat[i]==' ') TypeSat[i]='G'; 
   if (TypeSat[i]=='S') NumSat[i]=NumSat[i]+100; 
   //printf("TypeSat  NumSat [i] %d %c %d\n", i, 
TypeSat[i],NumSat[i]); 
  } 
  Initialize( Observations );   
  
  //Store [L1,L2,C1,C2,P1,P2,D1,D2,T1,T2,S1,S2], if present, in matrix 
named "Observations" 
  for (i=0; i< TotalSatNumber; ++i){ 
   getline(&line, &len, DataStream);  
   k=0;  
   for (j=0; j < Obs.ObservationTypesNumber; ++j){ 
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    if (k>79 && TypeSat[i]!='S'){ 
     getline(&line, &len, DataStream); 
     k=0; 
     }   
    DoubleTokenizer(line,k,14,&Observations[i][j]); 
    k=k+16; 
    } 
   //Transform from cycles to meters for L1 and L2. Discount extra 
cycles if wavelenght factor is different to one 
   if (Obs.ObservationTypes[0]!=-1) { 
   
 Observations[i][Obs.ObservationTypes[0]]=((1.0*c)/(1.0*F1))*Observations[i][Ob
s.ObservationTypes[0]]; 
    if (Obs.WavelenghtL1==2){ 
    
 Observations[i][Obs.ObservationTypes[0]]=0.5*Observations[i][Obs.Observation
Types[0]]; 
     } 
    }     
      if (Obs.ObservationTypes[1]!=-1){ 
      
 Observations[i][Obs.ObservationTypes[1]]=((1.0*c)/(1.0*F2))*Observations[i][Ob
s.ObservationTypes[1]];  
    if (Obs.WavelenghtL2==2){ 
 Observations[i][Obs.ObservationTypes[1]]=0.5*Observations[i][Obs.Observation
Types[1]]; 
     }     
    } 
   //Output: MarkerName, Year, Day, Second, PRN, and if present, 
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[L1,L2,C1,C2,P1,P2,D1,D2,T1,T2,S1,S2] 
   printf("%10s %0.f %d %9.3f %c %3d", Obs.MarkerName, 
Obs.FirstObservation[0], (int)(EpochJD-YearJD+1),EpochSecond,TypeSat[i],NumSat[i]); 
   for (j=0; j < MaxObs-6; ++j){ 
    if (Obs.ObservationTypes[j]!=-1) { 
     if (j<2) {printf(" 
%14.5f",Observations[i][Obs.ObservationTypes[j]]);  
     }else{printf(" 
%14.3f",Observations[i][Obs.ObservationTypes[j]]); } 
    }else{ 
     printf(" %14.3f",0.0); 
    }} 
   printf("\n"); 
   } 
    } 
     
    //It is mandatory to close the stram data object in order to prevent system crashes  
 fclose(DataStream); 




void Initialize(double ObsMatrix[MaxSat][MaxObs]){ 
  int I,J; 
  for (J=0;J<MaxSat;++J){ 
         for (I=0;I<MaxObs;++I){ 
             ObsMatrix[J][I]=0.0; 
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             }          
         } 
  } 
 
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]){ 
  int i,j; 
  for (i=From,j=0;i<From+Lenght;++i,++j){ 
    if (LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\0' || LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\n') break; 
         Output[j]=LineToBeTokenized[i]; 
         } 
     Output[j]='\0'; 
  } 
void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput){ 





void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght, int *IntOutput){ 




void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput){ 
 char AuxCharTokenizer[81]; 
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double JulianDate(double YY, double MM, double DD, double UT){ 
 double y, m; 
 if (MM <=2.0){ 
   y= YY-1; m=MM+12; 
 } else { 
   y=YY; m=MM; 
   } 
 return (int)(365.25*y)+(int)(30.6001*(m+1))+DD+1720981.5+UT/24; 
 } 
  
void Trim(char *CharToBeTrimed){ 
 char AuxTrimChar[81]; 
 int i,j; 
 for (i=0,j=0;i<81; ++i){ 
    if (CharToBeTrimed[i]=='\0' || CharToBeTrimed[i]=='\n') { break; } 
    if (CharToBeTrimed[i]!=' ') { 
     AuxTrimChar[j]=CharToBeTrimed[i]; 
     j++; 
     } 
         } 
 AuxTrimChar[j]='\0'; 
 strcpy(CharToBeTrimed,AuxTrimChar); 
 }     
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Navigation RINEX Lector Module 
 
/*********************************************************************** 
* Copyright: gAGE-NAV,S.L. Barcelona, Spain 
 * Project: "Design, Implementation and Testing of GPS Data Processing Modules for 
GNSS Navigation" 
 * Author: Adrià Rovira Garcia 
 * File: LectorNavigationRINEX.c 
 * Date: 20/01/2010 








//The maximum number of lines per epoch the lector admits 
#define MaxLinesObs 8 
 
typedef struct { 
  
       double Version; 
       char Type; 
       char Pgm[21]; 
       char Runby[21]; 
       char Date[21]; 
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    double IonAlpha[4]; 
    double IonBetta[4]; 
    double A0; 
    double A1; 
    int ReferenceTime; 
    int UTCReferenceWeek; 
       int Leapseconds; 
             
       }NavigationRINEX; 
        
//Function Declaration        
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]); 
void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput); 
void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,int *IntOutput); 
void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput); 
double JulianDate(double YY, double MM, double DD, double UT); 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
     
     
  NavigationRINEX Nav; 
  char * line = NULL; 
  char HeaderLabel[21]; 
  size_t len = 0; 
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  int ReadHeader=1, NumSat; 
  int i, j; 
  double Exponent, NavData; 
  double EpochSecond=0.0, EpochMinute=0.0, EpochHour=0.0, EpochDay=0.0, 
EpochMonth=0.0, EpochYear=0.0;  
  double EpochJD=0.0, YearJD=0.0;  
 
  //First, create a FILE object which is a data stream channel then, open a RINEX file into 
this data stream channel 
  FILE *DataStream; 
  DataStream  =  fopen (argv[1] , "r" ); 
   
  //A output file is created for ionospheric parameteres 
  FILE *IonoDataStream; 
  IonoDataStream  =  fopen ("IonosphericParameters" , "w" ); 
     
     
  //Process the RINEX file 
  while ( feof (DataStream)==0 ){ 
    
    //In this first part, the Header is read and processed.  
  while (ReadHeader==1){  
      
        //Read "&len" characters of each line of "Data Stream", and stores them in "&line"  
     getline(&line, &len, DataStream); 
      
     if (len==0) break; 
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  //Initialize "HeaderLabel" for current iteration 
  for (i=0;i<21;i++) HeaderLabel[i] = '\0'; 
   
  //Header search: compare 20 characters from de 60th character in 
"line", and stores in "Header Label 
  //No need to write "&HeaderLabel": Since a string is already a character 
pointer 
  Tokenizer(line,60,20,HeaderLabel); 
    
   //Every line's contents are stored in different parts of the RINEX 
Observation Structure 
     //If sentences determines which header line is evaluated 
     if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "RINEX VERSION / TYPE", 20) == 0){ 
      //Here, it's necessary to write "&Obs.Version" because it is not defined 
as a pointer, it is a unique 
      //value, in this case it is a char    
      DoubleTokenizer(line,0,9,&Nav.Version);  
      CharTokenizer(line,20,1,&Nav.Type); 
       
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "PGM / RUN BY / DATE", 19) == 0){ 
      //Here, theres is NOT necessary to put "&Obs.pgm", as it is defined as a 
vector, and a vector 
      //it is already a pointer: vector b = &b[0] 
      Tokenizer(line,0,20,Nav.Pgm);  
      Tokenizer(line,20,20,Nav.Runby); 
      Tokenizer(line,40,20,Nav.Date); 
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     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "ION ALPHA",9) == 0){ 
      for (i=0; i<4; i++) { 
       DoubleTokenizer(line,i*12+2,8,&Nav.IonAlpha[i]); 
       DoubleTokenizer(line,i*12+11,3,&Exponent);   
       Nav.IonAlpha[i]=Nav.IonAlpha[i]*pow(10.0,Exponent); 
       fprintf (IonoDataStream, "IonAlpha: [%d]  %6.4e \n", 
i,Nav.IonAlpha[i]); 
       } 
    
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "ION BETA",8) == 0){ 
      for (i=0; i<4; i++) { 
       DoubleTokenizer(line,i*12+2,8,&Nav.IonBetta[i]); 
       DoubleTokenizer(line,i*12+11,3,&Exponent);   
       Nav.IonBetta[i]=Nav.IonBetta[i]*pow(10.0,Exponent); 
       fprintf (IonoDataStream, "IonBetta: [%d]  %6.4e \n", 
i,Nav.IonBetta[i]); 
       } 
    
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "DELTA-UTC: A0,A1,T,W",20) == 0){ 
      DoubleTokenizer(line,3,15,&Nav.A0); 
      DoubleTokenizer(line,3+15+1,3,&Exponent);   
      Nav.A0=Nav.A0*pow(10.0,Exponent); 
 
      DoubleTokenizer(line,22,15,&Nav.A1); 
      DoubleTokenizer(line,22+15+1,3,&Exponent);   
      Nav.A1=Nav.A1*pow(10.0,Exponent); 
      //printf ("A0: %19.12e \nA1: %19.12e \n",Nav.A0,Nav.A1); 
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      IntTokenizer(line,41,9,&Nav.ReferenceTime); 
      IntTokenizer(line,50,9,&Nav.UTCReferenceWeek);  
       
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "LEAP SECONDS",12) == 0){ 
      IntTokenizer(line,0,6,&Nav.Leapseconds);  
 
        //printf ("Leapseconds: %d \n",Nav.Leapseconds); 
       
     }else if ( strncmp(HeaderLabel, "END OF HEADER",13) == 0){   
   ReadHeader=0; 
   //printf("End of Header \n"); 
      } 
      
     //This frees the memory that's occupied by "line" 
     free(line); 
      
     //"line" gets the null valor of "NULL". In next iteration, getline, will make it as 
bigger as needed 
     line=NULL; 
      
     } 
  
    //Navigation Message processment: 
     
     //Read "&len" characters of each line of "Data Stream", and stores them in 
"&line" 
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     if (line!=NULL) line[0]='\0';    
  getline(&line, &len, DataStream);           
  if (line[0]=='\0') break; 
   
     //ReadSatellite 
     IntTokenizer(line,0,2,&NumSat); 
      
     //Read and store the date of the current epoch 
     EpochSecond=0.0; EpochMinute=0.0; EpochHour=0.0; EpochDay=0.0; 
EpochMonth=0.0; EpochYear=0.0;  
     DoubleTokenizer(line,3,2,&EpochYear); 
     DoubleTokenizer(line,6,2,&EpochMonth); 
     DoubleTokenizer(line,9,2,&EpochDay); 
     DoubleTokenizer(line,12,2,&EpochHour); 
     DoubleTokenizer(line,15,2,&EpochMinute); 
     DoubleTokenizer(line,17,5,&EpochSecond); 
     EpochSecond=EpochSecond+60*EpochMinute+3600*EpochHour; 
   
  //Convert to Julian Date 
  if (EpochYear < 80) {  EpochYear=EpochYear+2000; } 
  else { EpochYear=EpochYear+1900; } 
  EpochJD=JulianDate(EpochYear, EpochMonth, EpochDay,12.0); 
     YearJD=JulianDate(EpochYear,1.0,1.0,12.0); 
     for (i=0; i<MaxLinesObs; i++){ 
      if (i>0) getline(&line, &len, DataStream); 
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      for (j=3;j<79;j=j+19){ 
       if (i==0 && j==3){  
        printf("%0.f %d %9.3f %c %3d", EpochYear,(int)(EpochJD-
YearJD+1),EpochSecond,'G',NumSat); 
       }else{ 
        DoubleTokenizer(line,j,15,&NavData); 
        DoubleTokenizer(line,j+15+1,3,&Exponent);   
        NavData=NavData*pow(10.0,Exponent); 
        printf(" %19.12e",NavData); 
        }  
       } 
      } 
     printf("\n"); 
   }   
    //It is mandatory to close the stram data object in order to prevent system crashes  
 fclose(DataStream); 
 fclose(IonoDataStream); 
  } 
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]){ 
  int i,j; 
  for (i=From,j=0;i<From+Lenght;++i,++j){ 
    if (LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\0' || LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\n') break; 
         Output[j]=LineToBeTokenized[i]; 
         } 
     Output[j]='\0'; 
  } 
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void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput){ 




void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght, int *IntOutput){ 




void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput){ 





double JulianDate(double YY, double MM, double DD, double UT){ 
 double y, m; 
 if (MM <=2.0){ 
   y= YY-1; m=MM+12; 
 } else { 
   y=YY; m=MM; 
   } 
 return (int)(365.25*y)+(int)(30.6001*(m+1))+DD+1720981.5+UT/24; 
 }  
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* Copyright: gAGE-NAV,S.L. Barcelona, Spain 
 * Project: "Design, Implementation and Testing of GPS Data Processing Modules for 
GNSS Navigation" 
 * Author: Adrià Rovira Garcia 
 * File: PreProcess.c 
 * Date: 20/01/2010 









#define c 299792458.0 
#define F1 1575420000.0 
#define F2 1227600000.0 
#define Lambda1 (c/F1)   //~ 19 cm 
#define Lambda2 (c/F2)   //~ 24 cm 
#define LambdaW (c/(F1-F2))        //~ 86 cm 
#define LambdaI (Lambda2-Lambda1)  //~ 5.4 cm 
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//The maximum number diferent Satellites the program admits and the mumber of 
samples used to detect cycle slips 
#define MaxSat 200 
#define MaxSamples 4 
 
//Parameters for Melbourne Wubenna Combination 
//Theoretical noise (W=LW-PW) ~ 22 cm 
#define ThresholdWubennaMAX 18.0 
#define ThresholdWubennaSLOPE 9.0 
#define ThresholdWubennaMIN 0.9 
#define MaxSamplesWubenna 10  
  
//Parameters for Ionospheric-Free Combination 
//Theoretical noise PI~ 42 cm LI ~ 0.28 cm 
#define DOI 2 //The Degre Of Interpolation for the Ionospheric Combination Interpolator 
#define ThresholdLIMAX 0.08 
#define ThresholdLIMIN 0.034 
#define ThresholdLITimeConstant 60.0 
 
//Distances to declare invalid a measurement 
#define MinimumPseudoRange 18000000 
#define MaximumPseudoRange 30000000 
#define NumberOfInvalidEpoch 0 
 
//Declare a structure. It MUST be declared before its use in function declarations. 
struct Data{ 
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  int Sat; 
    double CurrentL1; 
  double CurrentL2; 
  double CurrentC1; 
  double CurrentC2; 
  double CurrentP1; 
  double CurrentP2; 
 
  char TypeSat[2]; 
  char SatInfo[81]; 
  char Rest[100]; 
   
  double TimeSat; 
  double PreAlignmentL1[MaxSat]; 
  double PreAlignmentL2[MaxSat]; 
   
  double MatrixWubenna[MaxSat][MaxSamples+1]; 
  double MatrixLI[MaxSat][MaxSamples+2]; 
  double MatrixTime[MaxSat][MaxSamples+2];  
             
  } ; 
       
//Function Declaration 
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]); 
void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
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*DoubleOutput); 
void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,int *IntOutput); 
void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput); 
void MelbourneWubenna(struct Data *Observables); 
void IonosphericFreeCombination(struct Data *Observables); 
void Refresh(double NewValue, int Sat, double Matrix[MaxSat][MaxSamples+2]); 
void Trim(char *CharToBeTrimed); 
double Interpolate(int Degree, double X[DOI+1], double Y[DOI+1], double 
X_To_Interpolate); 
void NewArch(struct Data *Observables); 
void CycleSlipDetector(struct Data *Observables); 
void PreAlign(struct Data *Observables); 
int CoherentData(struct Data *Observables); 
 
  
int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 
  //First, create a FILE object which is a data stream channel 
  //then, open a RINEX file into this data stream channel 
  FILE *DataStream; 
  DataStream  =  fopen (argv[1] , "r" ); 
 
  char * line = NULL; 
  size_t len = 0; 
   
  struct Data Obs; 
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  int i=0, j=0; 
 
  //Initialitze Variables 
  for (i=0;i<MaxSat; i++) { 
   Obs.PreAlignmentL1[i]=-1.0; 
   Obs.PreAlignmentL2[i]=-1.0; 
    
   for (j=0;j<(MaxSamples+1);j++){ 
    Obs.MatrixWubenna[i][j]=0.0;   
    if (j==1) Obs.MatrixWubenna[i][j]=1.0;     
    } 
    
   for (j=0;j<(MaxSamples+2);j++){ 
    Obs.MatrixLI[i][j]=0.0;   
    Obs.MatrixTime[i][j]=0.0;  
    if (j==1) { 
     Obs.MatrixLI[i][j]=1.0; 
     Obs.MatrixTime[i][j]=1.0; 
     }     
    } 
   } 
  //Process the file 
  while ( feof (DataStream)==0 ){          
    //Read "&len" characters of each line of "Data Stream", and stores them 
in "&line"  
     if (line!=NULL) line[0]='\0'; 
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     getline(&line, &len, DataStream); 
     if (line[0]=='\0') break; 
 
       //Read satellite info 
       IntTokenizer(line, 32, 3, &Obs.Sat); 
       Tokenizer(line, 30, 1, Obs.TypeSat); 
       DoubleTokenizer(line, 20, 9, &Obs.TimeSat); 
       Tokenizer(line, 0, 35, Obs.SatInfo); 
 
       //Process current satellite if it is a positioning satellite (Discard Geostacionary 
Satellites) 
       if ( Obs.TypeSat[0] != 'S' ){  
      //Initialitze Observables   
   Obs.CurrentL1=0.0;   Obs.CurrentL2=0.0; 
   Obs.CurrentC1=0.0;   Obs.CurrentC2=0.0; 
   Obs.CurrentP1=0.0;   Obs.CurrentP2=0.0; 
         
        //Read its observables 
   DoubleTokenizer(line, 36,  14, &Obs.CurrentL1); 
   DoubleTokenizer(line, 51,  14, &Obs.CurrentL2); 
   DoubleTokenizer(line, 66,  14, &Obs.CurrentC1); 
   DoubleTokenizer(line, 81,  14, &Obs.CurrentC2); 
   DoubleTokenizer(line, 96,  14, &Obs.CurrentP1);  
   DoubleTokenizer(line, 112, 14, &Obs.CurrentP2); 
   Tokenizer(line, 126, 99, Obs.Rest); 
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        //A preliminary alligment of L1 and L2 phases with P1 and P2 codes. 
        //Done if a cycle slip is recorded. At the start of a new arch (the number 
observation is 1)  
        //The difference between code and phase is computed, this value is 
aplied for prealligning the whole arch            
   printf("Raw %s %s ** %d **\n L1: %14.5f\n L2: %14.5f\n C1: 
%14.3f\n C2: %14.3f\n P1: %14.3f\n P2: %14.3f\n", Obs.SatInfo,  Obs.TypeSat,Obs.Sat, 
Obs.CurrentL1,Obs.CurrentL2,Obs.CurrentC1,Obs.CurrentC2,Obs.CurrentP1,Obs.Current
P2); 
    PreAlign(&Obs);     
   printf("Prealigned %s %s ** %d **\n L1: %14.5f\n L2: %14.5f\n 




   printf("coherent Data %d\n",CoherentData(&Obs));  
   //Check if Observables can be procesed 
   if ( CoherentData(&Obs) >0 ){  
      //Detect a Cycle Slip 
      CycleSlipDetector(&Obs); 
            
//           printf("in-Arch Counter MW: %f in-Arch Counter 
LI: %f\n",Obs.MatrixWubenna[Obs.Sat][1],Obs.MatrixLI[Obs.Sat][1]); 
//           printf("Arch Counter Li: %f  Arch Counter MW: 
%f\n",Obs.MatrixLI[Obs.Sat][0],Obs.MatrixWubenna[Obs.Sat][0]); 
              
           //We only let pass samples that has at least 2 
Phases (L1 & L2) are OK because they have been at least CS checked once with LI CS 
detector. MatrixWubenna CS detector only is usable when the four observables are 
available 
           //number of observation, as MatrixLI counter 
only increases Original: MatrixWubenna[NumSat][1]>3 
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           //We filter also the C1 null measures. 
           if (Obs.MatrixLI[Obs.Sat][1]>4.0 && 
Obs.CurrentC1!=0.0){ 
            printf("%s %3.0f %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f 
%14.3f %14.3f %14.3f 
%s\n",Obs.SatInfo,Obs.MatrixLI[Obs.Sat][0],Obs.CurrentL1,Obs.CurrentL2,Obs.CurrentC1
,Obs.CurrentC2,Obs.CurrentP1,Obs.CurrentP2, Obs.Rest); 
        }else{ 
          
           //Declare Cycle-Slip &Invalidate a certain 
number of Epochs 
           NewArch(&Obs);    
  
       } 
     line=NULL; 
    } 
   
  } 
 
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]){ 
  int i,j; 
  for (i=From,j=0;i<From+Lenght;++i,++j){ 
    if (LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\0' || LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\n') break; 
         Output[j]=LineToBeTokenized[i]; 
         } 
     Output[j]='\0'; 
  } 
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void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput){ 
 char AuxDoubleTokenizer[81]; 
 Tokenizer(LineToBeTokenized,From,Lenght,AuxDoubleTokenizer); 
 *DoubleOutput=atof(AuxDoubleTokenizer); 
 //printf("Double Tokenizer Output %f \n", *DoubleOutput); 
 } 
 
void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght, int *IntOutput){ 
 char AuxIntTokenizer[81]; 
 Tokenizer(LineToBeTokenized,From,Lenght,AuxIntTokenizer); 
 *IntOutput=atoi(AuxIntTokenizer); 




void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput){ 





void MelbourneWubenna(struct Data *Observables){ 
 double PW,LW,W,Mean,Mean2,Sigma, Threshold,n; 
 int i; 
 //Current Measure 
 n=Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][1]; 
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 //Calculate Combinations 
 PW = ( F1*Observables->CurrentP1 + F2*Observables->CurrentP2 )/(F1+F2); 
 LW = ( F1*Observables->CurrentL1 - F2*Observables->CurrentL2 )/(F1-F2); 
 W = LW - PW; 
 W = W / LambdaW; 
 //Store combinations in their matrix 
 Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][2]  = W;  
   
 //Get Last Mean and Last Noise 
 Mean  = Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][3]; 
 Mean2 = Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][4]; 
 Sigma = sqrt(Mean2-Mean*Mean); 
  
 //Compute New Recursive Mean & Mean2 
 Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][3] = ( ( n - 1 )*Observables-
>MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][3]+W   ) / n; 
 Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][4] = ( ( n - 1 )*Observables-
>MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][4]+W*W ) / n;  
  
  
 //Set Threshold as a function of Noise 
 if (Sigma*ThresholdWubennaSLOPE>ThresholdWubennaMIN){ 
  Threshold=Sigma*ThresholdWubennaSLOPE; 
  }else{ 
  Threshold=ThresholdWubennaMIN; 
 } 
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 if (ThresholdWubennaMAX < Threshold){ 
  Threshold=ThresholdWubennaMAX; 
  } 
 
 //Detect cycle slip if enough points are provided and CS has not been already 
declared: 
 if (Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][1]>2.0 && Observables-
>MatrixLI[Observables->Sat][1]!=1.0){ 
   
  //Check if the current value is among the threshold values, if not, a new 
arch starts :(Mean - Threshold) > MatrixCycleSlip[Sat][2] > (Mean + Threshold)  
  if ( fabs(Mean - W) > Threshold ) { 
   NewArch(Observables);   
   //Re-Calculate Combinations with the first re-prealigned 
measure of this arch. 
   PW = ( F1*Observables->CurrentP1 + F2*Observables-
>CurrentP2 )/(F1+F2); 
   LW = ( F1*Observables->CurrentL1 - F2*Observables->CurrentL2 
)/(F1-F2); 
   W = LW - PW; 
   W = W / LambdaW; 
   n=Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][1]; 
   Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][2]  = W;  
   Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][3] = ( ( n - 1 
)*Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][3]+W   ) / n; 
   Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][4] = ( ( n - 1 
)*Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][4]+W*W ) / n;  
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   } 
  } 
 } 
 
void IonosphericFreeCombination(struct Data *Observables){ 
 double NewLI, TrialLI, Threshold, DeltaT; 
 double VectorLI[DOI+1],VectorTime[DOI+1];  
 int i; 
 //Calculate the  Ionospheric Free Combination LI=L1-L2 
 NewLI = ( Observables->CurrentL1 - Observables->CurrentL2 );  
 
 //Allocate LI valor and reception time once measures have been prealigned 





  }  
 Observables->MatrixLI[Observables->Sat][2]   = NewLI; 
 Observables->MatrixTime[Observables->Sat][2] = Observables->TimeSat; 
 
 //Detect cycle slip if enough points are provided 
 if ( Observables->MatrixLI[Observables->Sat][1] > 3.0 ){ 
   //Prepare vectors for interpolation 
   for (i=0;i<=(DOI);i++){ 
    VectorLI[i]   =  Observables->MatrixLI[Observables-
>Sat][i+3]; 
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    VectorTime[i] =  Observables->MatrixTime[Observables-
>Sat][i+3]; 
     
    } 
   DeltaT= Observables->MatrixTime[Observables->Sat][2] - 
Observables->MatrixTime[Observables->Sat][3]; 
 
   //Calculate a guess value for next sample 
   TrialLI = Interpolate(DOI, VectorTime, VectorLI,Observables-
>MatrixTime[Observables->Sat][2]); 
    
   //Set Threshold as a function of TIme) 
   Threshold = ThresholdLIMAX - (ThresholdLIMAX-
ThresholdLIMIN)*exp( -DeltaT / ThresholdLITimeConstant);   
   //Detect a cycle slip above a defined threshold 
   if ( fabs(TrialLI - NewLI)> Threshold ){ 
    NewArch(Observables); 
     
    } 
   }  
 } 
 
double Interpolate(int Degree, double X[DOI+1], double Y[DOI+1], double 
X_To_Interpolate){ 
 double Result=0.0, Weight; 
 int i, j=0; 
 for (i=0; i<=Degree; i++){ 
  Weight=1.0; 
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  for (j=0; j<=Degree; j++){ 
   if (i != j)  { 
    Weight=Weight*(X_To_Interpolate-X[j])/ (X[i]-X[j]); 
    } 
   } 
  Result=Result+Weight*Y[i]; 
  } 
 return Result; 
 } 
 
void Refresh(double NewValue, int Sat, double Matrix[MaxSat][MaxSamples+2]){ 
 int i; 
 for (i=MaxSamples+1;i>2;--i){ 
  Matrix[Sat][i]=Matrix[Sat][i-1]; 




void NewArch(struct Data *Observables){ 
 int i; 





 //Reset in-Arch Measure Counter 
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 //Reset LI and Time Matrixes 
    for (i=3;i<=(MaxSamples+1);i++){ 
     Observables->MatrixLI[Observables->Sat][i]=0.0; 
     Observables->MatrixTime[Observables->Sat][i]=0.0; 
     } 
     
    //Reset Melborne Wubenna Matrix 
    for (i=3;i<=MaxSamples;i++){ 
     Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][i]=0.0; 
     } 
     
    //PreAlign again if a Cycle Slip is detected 
 PreAlign(Observables);     
  
 printf("**CS-case %s %s %d\n L1: %14.5f\n L2: %14.5f\n C1: %14.3f\n C2: 
%14.3f\n P1: %14.3f\n P2: %14.3f\n", Observables->SatInfo,  Observables-
>TypeSat,Observables->Sat, Observables->CurrentL1,Observables-
>CurrentL2,Observables->CurrentC1,Observables->CurrentC2,Observables-
>CurrentP1,Observables->CurrentP2);           
 printf("**counter Obs.MatrixLI[Obs.Sat][1]: %f Obs.MatrixWubenna[Obs.Sat][1]: 
%f\n",Observables->MatrixLI[Observables->Sat][1],Observables-
>MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][1]); 
 scanf ("%*c"); 
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 } 
  
void CycleSlipDetector(struct Data *Observables){ 
 int ValidData; 
 int i=0; 
 double ArchCounter; 
  
 ValidData = CoherentData(Observables); 
      
 //Check the epoch is valid to detect a cycle slip 
 if (Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][1] >0.0 && Observables-
>MatrixLI[Observables->Sat][1] >0.0) { 
  ArchCounter = Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][0];   
  //Use Ionospheric Free Combination if L1 and L2 are usable  
       IonosphericFreeCombination(Observables); 
               
       //Use Melbourne Wubena Detector if Phases and Codes are OK and LI detector 
did not fire 
       if (ValidData>1.0 ){         
       MelbourneWubenna(Observables); 
        } 
         
     } 
      
    //Actualize In-Arch Counters if NO cycle slip is declared: 
    if ( ArchCounter == Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][0]){   
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     Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][1]++; 
     Observables->MatrixLI[Observables->Sat][1]++; 
     Observables->MatrixTime[Observables->Sat][1]++;     
      //Keep a Maximum defined in MaxSamplesWubenna 
   if (Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][1] > 
MaxSamplesWubenna)  { 
    Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][1] = 
MaxSamplesWubenna; 
    } 
     } 
 } 
  
void PreAlign(struct Data *Observables){ 
 double DifferenceF1, DifferenceF2; 
  
 //Detect corrupted data 
    if (Observables->CurrentL1 != 0.0 && Observables->CurrentL2 != 0.0) { 
   
     //Compute (if aplicable) the new prealigment value  
     if (Observables->MatrixWubenna[Observables->Sat][1]==1.0 || Observables-
>MatrixLI[Observables->Sat][1]==1.0){ 
        
       DifferenceF1 = ( Observables->CurrentP1 - Observables->CurrentL1 ) / 
Lambda1; 
       DifferenceF2 = ( Observables->CurrentP2 - Observables->CurrentL2 ) / 
Lambda2; 
        
       Observables->PreAlignmentL1[Observables->Sat] = (int)  DifferenceF1  ;  
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        Observables->PreAlignmentL2[Observables->Sat] = (int)  DifferenceF2  ; 
         
        } 
     //Add the difference for all samples in the arch  
     Observables->CurrentL1 = Observables->CurrentL1 + Observables-
>PreAlignmentL1[Observables->Sat]*Lambda1; 
     Observables->CurrentL2 = Observables->CurrentL2 + Observables-
>PreAlignmentL2[Observables->Sat]*Lambda2; 
         } 
 } 
  
int CoherentData(struct Data *Observables){ 
 int Result=0; 
  
  //Check if Phases are correct measures  
       if (Observables->CurrentL1> MinimumPseudoRange && Observables->CurrentL2 
> MinimumPseudoRange && Observables->CurrentL1 < MaximumPseudoRange && 
Observables->CurrentL2 < MaximumPseudoRange){ 
        Result=1; 
        //If OK:Check if Code are correct measures  
        if (Observables->CurrentP1 > MinimumPseudoRange && Observables-
>CurrentP2 > MinimumPseudoRange && Observables->CurrentP1 < 
MaximumPseudoRange && Observables->CurrentP2 < MaximumPseudoRange){ 
         Result=2;               
          }         
       }else { Result=0;     } 
 return Result; 
 }   
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 * Copyright: gAGE-NAV,S.L. Barcelona, Spain 
 * Project: "Design, Implementation and Testing of GPS Data Processing Modules for 
GNSS Navigation" 
 * Author: Adrià Rovira Garcia 
 * File: Sat2Orb.c 
 * Date: 20/01/2010 









#define c 299792458.0 
#define F1 1575420000.0 
#define F2 1227600000.0 
#define MuEarth 3.986005E+14    // WGS-84 Earth Univi. Grav. 
parameter (m3/s2) 
#define OmegaEarth 7.2921151467E-5  // WGS-84 Earth rotation rate (rad/s)  
#define PI 3.1415926535898 
 
//The maximum number diferent Satellites the program admits 
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#define MaxSat 200 
#define MaxEphemerides 31 
#define MinEphemeridesFitTime 7200.0 
#define MaxIterations 10 
#define Tolerance 1.0E-15 
#define PropagationTime 1.0E-3  
 
//Function Declaration  
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]); 
void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput); 
void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,int *IntOutput); 
void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput); 
void FindEphemerides(int Sat,double TimeSatReception,double 
Ephemerides[MaxSat][MaxEphemerides]); 
double JulianDate(double YY, double MM, double DD, double UT); 
double Cal2SecondsGPSWeek(double Year,double Day,double Second); 
void Orbit(int Sat,double TimeSatEmision,double 
Ephemerides[MaxSat][MaxEphemerides],double Station[3],double *XCTS,double 
*YCTS,double *ZCTS,double *Vx,double *Vy,double *Vz, double *DTc,double 
*GeometricFlightTime ); 
double KepplerBySteffensen(double Mk,double Excentricity); 
void RotateAroundAxis (double *Xo,double *Yo,double *Zo, double angle, int axis); 
 
int main( int argc, char *argv[]){ 
   int i=0, j=0; 
 
   char * ObservablesLine = NULL; 
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   size_t ObservablesLenght = 0;   
   char * StationLine = NULL; 
   size_t StationLenght = 0;  
    
   int YearSat=0, DaySat=0,NumSat=0; 
   double C1, DeltaT, TimeSatEmision; 
   char TypeSat[2], StationName[11];   
   double TimeSatReception=0.0, 
TimeSatReceptionGPSWeek=0.0,TimeSatEmisionGPSWeek=0.0; 
   char ObservablesL1L2C1C2P1P2[3+15*6+1]; 
   double StationXYZ[3]; 
   double EphemeridesMatrix[MaxSat][MaxEphemerides]; 
  double XSatEmision, YSatEmision, ZSatEmision; 
  double VxSatEmision, VySatEmision, VzSatEmision; 
  double FlightTime, ClockOffset; 
   
  double XSatEmisionPropagated, YSatEmisionPropagated, 
ZSatEmisionPropagated; 
  double VxSatEmisionPropagated, VySatEmisionPropagated, 
VzSatEmisionPropagated; 
  double FlightTimePropagated, ClockOffsetPropagated;   
    
   //Initialitze the Ephemerides Matrix 
   for (i=0;i<MaxSat; i++) { 
    for (j=0;j<MaxEphemerides;j++){ 
   EphemeridesMatrix[i][j]=0.0; 
     }  
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    } 
   //Initialize "Station"  
 for (i=0;i<11;i++) StationName[i] = '\0'; 
 
 //Load station coordinates  
   FILE *StationDataStream; 
   StationDataStream  =  fopen (argv[2], "r" );   
 getline(&StationLine, &StationLenght, StationDataStream); 
 for (i=0; i<3;++i) { 
      DoubleTokenizer(StationLine,11+15*i,14,&StationXYZ[i]); 
      } 






 //First, create a FILE object which is a data stream channel 
   //then, open the output of the preprocess 
   FILE *Observables;   
   Observables   =  fopen (argv[1], "r" );   
 //Process the Observables file 
   while ( feof (Observables)==0 ){ 
 
        //Read "&len" characters of each line of "Observables Stream", and stores them in 
"ObservablesLine"  
     if (ObservablesLine!=NULL) ObservablesLine[0]='\0';    
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     getline(&ObservablesLine, &ObservablesLenght, Observables); 
  if (ObservablesLine[0]=='\0') break; 
   
    //Get the Satellite parameters 
    Tokenizer(ObservablesLine,0,10,StationName); 
    IntTokenizer(ObservablesLine,11,4,&YearSat); 
    IntTokenizer(ObservablesLine,16,3,&DaySat); 
    DoubleTokenizer(ObservablesLine,20,9,&TimeSatReception);      
     Tokenizer(ObservablesLine,30,1,TypeSat); 
    IntTokenizer(ObservablesLine,32,3,&NumSat); 
     
if ( NumSat>0){   
if ( TimeSatReception>0.0){ 
 
  //Convert Reception Time in GPS week secconds 
  TimeSatReceptionGPSWeek = 
Cal2SecondsGPSWeek(YearSat,DaySat,TimeSatReception); 
     
    //Find the Valid Ephemerides 
   
 FindEphemerides(NumSat,TimeSatReceptionGPSWeek,EphemeridesMatrix);  
 
    //Get the Satellites Civil Pseudorange 
    DoubleTokenizer(ObservablesLine,70,14,&C1);  
          
    //Get the Satellite observables 
    Tokenizer(ObservablesLine, 36, 3+15*6,ObservablesL1L2C1C2P1P2); 
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    //Calculate the link time between Receiver and Satellite clocks 
    DeltaT=C1/c; 
 
    //Calculate Tsat[emission] 
    TimeSatEmisionGPSWeek=TimeSatReceptionGPSWeek-DeltaT; 
 
  if(EphemeridesMatrix[NumSat][0]!=-1.0){ 
   //Calculate for Tsat[emission] where the SAT was (XYZ) which 
velocity had it (VxVyVz) and the ofset (dT)  
    
 Orbit(NumSat,TimeSatEmisionGPSWeek,EphemeridesMatrix,StationXYZ, 
&XSatEmision, &YSatEmision, &ZSatEmision, &VxSatEmision, &VySatEmision, 
&VzSatEmision, &ClockOffset, &FlightTime); 
   Orbit(NumSat,TimeSatEmisionGPSWeek-
PropagationTime,EphemeridesMatrix,StationXYZ, &XSatEmisionPropagated, 
&YSatEmisionPropagated, &ZSatEmisionPropagated, &VxSatEmisionPropagated, 
&VySatEmisionPropagated, &VzSatEmisionPropagated, &ClockOffsetPropagated, 
&FlightTimePropagated);  
   } 
    
   VxSatEmision = ( XSatEmision - XSatEmisionPropagated  )/ 
PropagationTime ; 
      VySatEmision = ( YSatEmision - YSatEmisionPropagated  )/ 
PropagationTime ; 
      VzSatEmision = ( ZSatEmision - ZSatEmisionPropagated  )/ 
PropagationTime ;  
  
       VxSatEmision = VxSatEmision - OmegaEarth*YSatEmision; 
      VySatEmision = VySatEmision + OmegaEarth*XSatEmision; 
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      VzSatEmision = VzSatEmision; 
       
  //Print Results 
   printf("%10s %d %d %9.3f %1s %3d %93s %14.8f %14.3f %14.3f 




   //To stop the program, until an intro is pressed: the equivalent to 
system("pause") 
//     scanf ("%*c");  
} 
    } 
   } 
    





void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]){ 
  int i,j; 
  for (i=From,j=0;i<From+Lenght;++i,++j){ 
    if (LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\0' || LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\n') break; 
         Output[j]=LineToBeTokenized[i]; 
         } 
     Output[j]='\0'; 
  } 
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void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput){ 





void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght, int *IntOutput){ 





void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput){ 





double JulianDate(double YY, double MM, double DD, double UT){ 
 double y, m; 
 if (MM <=2.0){ 
   y= YY-1; m=MM+12; 
 } else { 
   y=YY; m=MM; 
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   } 
 return (int)(365.25*y)+(int)(30.6001*(m+1))+DD+1720981.5+UT/24; 
 }  
 
double Cal2SecondsGPSWeek(double Year,double Day,double Second){ 
 double DayJD,GPSWeek,DayOfWeek, SecondsGPSWeek; 
 DayJD = JulianDate(Year,1.0, 1.0, 0.0) + Day; 
 GPSWeek = (int)((DayJD-2444244.5)/7); 
 DayOfWeek = DayJD - 2444244.5 - 7.0*GPSWeek; 
 SecondsGPSWeek=(DayOfWeek-1)*86400.0 + Second; 
 return SecondsGPSWeek; 
 }  
  
void FindEphemerides(int Sat,double TimeSatReception,double 
Ephemerides[MaxSat][MaxEphemerides]){       
   char * EphemeridesLine = NULL; 
   size_t EphemeridesLenght = 0; 
   int i=0,j=0; 
   int EphSat=-1, EphSatDef=0; 




  FILE *EphemeridesFile; 
 EphemeridesFile  =  fopen ("BAHREINEphemerides" , "r" ); 
  
  while ( feof (EphemeridesFile)==0 ){ 
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     //Get the Satellite Number of the currrent line in the 
Ephemerides File 
     if (EphemeridesLine!=NULL) EphemeridesLine[0]='\0';    
     getline(&EphemeridesLine, &EphemeridesLenght, 
EphemeridesFile);   
     if (EphemeridesLine[0]=='\0') break; 
      
     IntTokenizer(EphemeridesLine,21,3,&EphSat);   
   
   //Process the Ephemerides file   
   if (EphSat==Sat){ 
    EphSatDef=EphSat; 
    
     
 DoubleTokenizer(EphemeridesLine,245,19,&TimeOfEphemerides); 
     
 DoubleTokenizer(EphemeridesLine,565,19,&EphemeridesTransmisionTime); 
      DoubleTokenizer(EphemeridesLine,585,19,&FitTime); 
      if (FitTime==0.0) { FitTime= 7200.0;}  
     





      
    
 EphemeridesTransmisionTimeOLD=EphemeridesTransmisionTime; 
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       //Get the Ephemerides YEAR DOY SECCOND 
      
 DoubleTokenizer(EphemeridesLine,0,4,&Ephemerides[Sat][0]); 
      
 DoubleTokenizer(EphemeridesLine,5,3,&Ephemerides[Sat][1]); 
      
 DoubleTokenizer(EphemeridesLine,9,9,&Ephemerides[Sat][2]);  
      
       //Get the Satellites Ephemerides 
       for (i=3,j=0;i<=MaxEphemerides;i++){ 
        if ((25+(i-3)*20) != 425 && (25+(i-3)*20) 
!=465){ 
        
 DoubleTokenizer(EphemeridesLine,25+(i-3)*20,19,&Ephemerides[Sat][j+3]);  
//         printf ("Ephemerides  %3d %3ld 
%14.15e \n",j+3,25+(i-3)*20,Ephemerides[Sat][j+3]);         
     
         j++; 
         } 
        } 
       //Set a minimum fit time for the ephemerides 
       if (Ephemerides[Sat][29]==0.0) 
Ephemerides[Sat][29] = MinEphemeridesFitTime;     
             
     } 
    } 
     }    
  fclose(EphemeridesFile); 
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   //If wrong, SAT is not used. 
   TimeOfEphemerides=Ephemerides[Sat][14]; 
    EphemeridesTransmisionTime=Ephemerides[Sat][28]; 
    FitTime=Ephemerides[Sat][29]; 
   if (EphSat == -1 || TimeSatReception<=EphemeridesTransmisionTime || 
TimeSatReception<=(TimeOfEphemerides-FitTime) || 
TimeSatReception>=(TimeOfEphemerides+FitTime)     ){ 
    //Set a flag to obviate the satellite 
    Ephemerides[Sat][0]=-1.0; 
     
    //Warning! 
    printf("************************ CAUTION, INCORRECT 
EPHEMERIDES SELECTION **********************************\n");   
  
      
     //Cause of failure 
     if (EphSat == -1 ) printf("EphSat == -1"); 
     if( TimeSatReception<=EphemeridesTransmisionTime  ) 
printf("TimeSatReception<=EphemeridesTransmisionTime \n "); 
     if( TimeSatReception<=(TimeOfEphemerides-FitTime) ) 
printf("TimeSatReception<=(TimeOfEphemerides-FitTime)\n "); 
     if( TimeSatReception>=(TimeOfEphemerides+FitTime) ) 
printf("TimeSatReception>=(TimeOfEphemerides+FitTime)\n "); 
  
    //Details     
   printf("TARGETS:  Sat: %3d     
 RESULTS: EphSat: %3d        CONDITION: Sat==EpSat: %d 
\n",Sat,EphSatDef,Sat==EphSatDef); 
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   printf("TARGETS:  ReceptionTime: %0.f   RESULTS: 
EphTime: %0.f    IODE: %0.f     
  \n",TimeSatReception-
432000,Ephemerides[EphSatDef][2],Ephemerides[EphSatDef][6]); 
   printf("TARGETS:  ReceptionTime: %0.f   RESULTS: 
EphTransmisionTime: %f  CONDITION: ReceptionTime>TransmisionTime: 
%d\n",TimeSatReception-432000,Ephemerides[EphSatDef][28]-
432000.0,TimeSatReception>Ephemerides[EphSatDef][28]); 
   printf("TARGETS:  FitTime: %0.f      RESULTS: 
TOE: %0.f     EPHEMERIDES TIME: 
%0.f\n",Ephemerides[EphSatDef][29],Ephemerides[EphSatDef][14],Ephemerides[EphSat
Def][2]);   
   printf("TARGETS:  ReceptionTime: %0.f   RESULTS: TOE-




   printf("TARGETS:  ReceptionTime: %0.f   RESULTS: 




    scanf ("%*c"); 
     }   
 } 
 
void Orbit(int Sat,double TimeSatEmision,double 
Ephemerides[MaxSat][MaxEphemerides],double Station[3],double *XCTS,double 
*YCTS,double *ZCTS,double *Vx,double *Vy,double *Vz, double *DTc,double 
*GeometricFlightTime ){ 
 double Tk, Mk , Ek, Vk, Uk, Rk, Ik, OmegaK, Xplane, Yplane, ClockReferenceTime, 
VelocityFactor,n; 
 double Px, Py, Pz, Qx, Qy, Qz, Xf,Yf,Zf, GeometricRho;  
 double TimeSatEmisionOld=0.0, NanoSecond=-1.0E-3;  //1 MicroSecond == 3 
mm 
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 double TOE, Mo, a, Io, Omega, OMEGAo, e, Icos, Isin, Rcos, Rsin, Idot, 
OMEGADot, LatSin, LatCos, DeltaN; 
 double Xo,Yo,Zo; 
  
 //Clok Offset 
  //ClockReferenceTime is Time of Clock in secconds of GPS week 








   
    TimeSatEmision = TimeSatEmision - *DTc;  
  
 //Friendly Variables 
  TOE   = Ephemerides[Sat][14]; 
  Mo   = Ephemerides[Sat][9]; 
  a   =
 Ephemerides[Sat][13]*Ephemerides[Sat][13]; 
  Io   = Ephemerides[Sat][18]; 
  Omega  = Ephemerides[Sat][20];  
  OMEGAo  = Ephemerides[Sat][16]; 
  e   = Ephemerides[Sat][11]; 
  Icos  = Ephemerides[Sat][15]; 
  Isin  = Ephemerides[Sat][17]; 
  Rcos  = Ephemerides[Sat][19]; 
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  Rsin  = Ephemerides[Sat][7]; 
  Idot  = Ephemerides[Sat][22]; 
  OMEGADot = Ephemerides[Sat][21]; 
  LatSin  = Ephemerides[Sat][12]; 
  LatCos  = Ephemerides[Sat][10]; 
  DeltaN  = Ephemerides[Sat][8];   
  
 //Time from current ephemeris epoch 
     Tk=TimeSatEmision-TOE; 
     if(Tk>302400.0)  Tk=Tk-604800.0; 
     if(Tk<-302400.0) Tk=Tk+604800.0;    
      
 //Mean Anomaly 
  Mk = Mo + (  pow(MuEarth/(a*a*a),0.5) + DeltaN  )*Tk; 
   
 //Iterative resolution of Kepler equation by the Steffensen algorithm 
  Ek = KepplerBySteffensen(Mk,e); 
  if (Ek<0) Ek+=2*PI; 
  if (Ek>2*PI) Ek-=2*PI; 
 
 //True Anomaly 
  Vk = atan2( pow( 1.0 - e*e, 0.5)*sin(Ek), cos(Ek) - e ); 
  if (Vk<0) Vk+=2*PI; 
  if (Vk>2*PI) Vk-=2*PI;    
   
 //Argument of Latitude Uk 
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     Uk = Omega + Vk + LatCos*cos( 2.0*( Omega + Vk ) ) + LatSin*sin( 2.0*( Omega 
+ Vk ) ); 
  
 //Radial Distance Rk    
  Rk = a*( 1.0 - e*cos(Ek) ) + Rcos*cos( 2.0*( Omega + Vk ) ) + Rsin*sin( 
2.0*( Omega + Vk ) ); 
  
 //Inclination Ik     
     Ik = Io + Idot*Tk + Icos*cos( 2.0*( Omega + Vk ) ) + Isin*sin( 2.0*( Omega + Vk ) 
); 
    
 //Longitude of Ascending Node  
     OmegaK = OMEGAo + (OMEGADot - OmegaEarth)*Tk - OmegaEarth*TOE; 
 
 //Orbital Plane Positions   
     Xplane = Rk*cos(Uk); 
     Yplane = Rk*sin(Uk); 
 
 //CTS Coordinates 
     *XCTS = Xplane*cos(OmegaK) - Yplane*cos(Ik)*sin(OmegaK); 
     *YCTS = Xplane*sin(OmegaK) + Yplane*cos(Ik)*cos(OmegaK); 
     *ZCTS = Yplane*sin(Ik);   
 
  Xo=Rk;Yo=0.0;Zo=0.0; 
  RotateAroundAxis (&Xo,&Yo,&Zo,-Uk,3); 
  RotateAroundAxis (&Xo,&Yo,&Zo,-Ik,1); 
  RotateAroundAxis (&Xo,&Yo,&Zo,-OmegaK,3); 
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  //Check Rotation 
  if (fabs(*XCTS-Xo)>Tolerance||fabs(*YCTS-Yo)>Tolerance||fabs(*ZCTS-
Zo)>Tolerance) { 
   printf("************************ CAUTION, INCORRECT 
ROTATION **********************************\n");  
   printf("X: %14.3f Y: %14.3f Z: %14.3f\n",*XCTS,*YCTS,*ZCTS); 
   printf("Xo: %14.3f Yo: %14.3f Zo: %14.3f\n",Xo,Yo,Zo); 
   scanf ("%*c");      
   } 
   
  //Flight Time Calculation 
   GeometricRho = pow(  pow(*XCTS-Station[0],2.0) +  pow(*YCTS-
Station[1],2.0)  + pow(*ZCTS-Station[2],2.0)    ,  0.5); 
   *GeometricFlightTime = GeometricRho/c; 
   






     Px = cos(Omega)*cos(OmegaK) - sin(OmegaK)*cos(Ik)*sin(Omega); 
     Py = cos(Omega)*sin(OmegaK) + cos(OmegaK)*cos(Ik)*sin(Omega); 
     Pz = sin(Ik)*sin(Omega); 
      
     Qx = -cos(OmegaK)*sin(Omega) - sin(OmegaK)*cos(Ik)*cos(Omega); 
     Qy = -sin(OmegaK)*sin(Omega) + cos(OmegaK)*cos(Ik)*cos(Omega);     
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     Qz = +sin(Ik)*cos(Omega); 
      
     n = (pow(MuEarth/(a*a*a),0.5) + DeltaN );  
     VelocityFactor = (n*a*a)/Rk; 
     *Vx = VelocityFactor*( pow(1-e*e,0.5)*Qx*cos(Ek)   - Px*sin(Ek) ); 
     *Vy = VelocityFactor*( pow(1-e*e,0.5)*Qy*cos(Ek)   - Py*sin(Ek) ); 
     *Vz = VelocityFactor*( pow(1-e*e,0.5)*Qz*cos(Ek)   - Pz*sin(Ek) );     
   
 } 
 
double KepplerBySteffensen(double Mk,double Excentricity){ 
    double Precision = 1.0E-13; 
 double Pn=0.0, P0=0.0, P1=0.0, P2=0.0, MK; 
 int Iterations=0; 
  
    MK=atan2(sin(Mk),cos(Mk)); 
    Pn=MK; 
 
 while ( (fabs(P0-Pn)>Precision) && (Iterations<MaxIterations)){ 
     P0=Pn; 
     P1=MK+Excentricity*sin(P0); 
     P2=MK+Excentricity*sin(P1);   
      
     if( fabs(P2-2.0*P1+P0)<Precision ) break; 
        Pn=P0-( (P1-P0)*(P1-P0) )/(P2-2.0*P1+P0); 
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  Iterations=Iterations+1;    
  } 
 return Pn;   
 } 
 
void RotateAroundAxis (double *Xo,double *Yo,double *Zo, double angle, int axis){ 
 double X=*Xo,Y=*Yo,Z=*Zo; 
  
 if (axis==1) { 
  *Xo =  X; 
  *Yo =  Y*cos(angle) + Z*sin(angle); 
  *Zo = -Y*sin(angle) + Z*cos(angle); 
 } else if (axis==2) { 
  *Xo =  X*cos(angle) - Z*sin(angle); 
  *Yo =  Y; 
  *Zo =  X*sin(angle) + Z*cos(angle); 
 } else if (axis==3) { 
  *Xo =  X*cos(angle) + Y*sin(angle); 
  *Yo = -X*sin(angle) + Y*cos(angle); 
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 * Copyright: gAGE-NAV,S.L. Barcelona, Spain 
 * Project: "Design, Implementation and Testing of GPS Data Processing Modules for 
GNSS Navigation" 
 * Author: Adrià Rovira Garcia 
 * File: Modelator.c 
 * Date: 20/01/2010 








#define c 299792458.0 
#define F1 1575420000.0 
#define F2 1227600000.0 
#define AlphaF1 (40.3/(F1*F1)) 
#define AlphaF2 (40.3/(F2*F2)) 
#define MuEarth 3.986005E+14 
#define OmegaEarth 7.2921151467E-5 
#define PI 3.1415926535898 
#define n 1.46E-4 // n = sqrt( MuEarth / a³ ) 
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//WGS84 Parameters (in meters) 
#define a 6378137.0 
#define b 6356752.314 
#define e2 ((a*a-b*b)/(a*a)) 
 
//Parameters 
 #define tolerance 1.0E-9 
 
//Function Declaration  
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]); 
void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput); 
void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,int *IntOutput); 
void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput); 
void Geodetics(double Xsat,double Ysat,double Zsat,double Xstation, double 
Ystation,double Zstation,double *Elevation,double *Altitude,double *Azimut, double 
*Longitude,double *Latitude); 
double ScalarProduct(int Nmax, double VectorA[Nmax], double VectorB[Nmax]); 
 
//Main Program 
int main( int argc, char *argv[]){ 
   int i=0, j=0; 
 
   char * IonoLine = NULL; 
   size_t IonoLenght = 0;   
   char * StationLine = NULL; 
   size_t StationLenght = 0;  
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   char * Sat2OrbOutputLine = NULL; 
   size_t Sat2OrbOutputLenght = 0;  
       
   int YearSat=0, DaySat=0,NumSat=0,ArchCounter; 
   double ReceptionTime,GeometricFlightTime,cdt,TGD; 
   char Station[11],TypeSat[2];  
   //Initialize "Station"  
 for (i=0;i<11;i++) Station[i] = '\0'; 
       
   double StationXYZ[3]; 
   double IonBetta[3]; 
   double IonAlpha[3]; 
    
   double Xsat,Ysat,Zsat, Rho, Rsat[3], VxSat, VySat, VzSat, Vsat[3], Rel; 





 double TotalIonAlpha,TotalIonBeta,STECx,STECy,Iono;  
  
 double L1,L2,C1,C2,P1,P2;   
 double ModelatedC1P1,ModelatedC2P2,ModelatedL1,ModelatedL2;  
 
 //Load station coordinates  
   FILE *StationDataStream; 
   StationDataStream  =  fopen (argv[2], "r" );   
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 getline(&StationLine, &StationLenght, StationDataStream); 
 for (i=0; i<3;++i) { 
      DoubleTokenizer(StationLine,11+15*i,14,&StationXYZ[i]); 
      } 
 fclose(StationDataStream); 
 
 //Load Ionospheric Parameters 
   FILE *IonoParametersStream; 
   IonoParametersStream  =  fopen (argv[3], "r" );   
 for (i=0; i<3;++i) { 
   getline(&IonoLine, &IonoLenght, IonoParametersStream); 
      DoubleTokenizer(IonoLine,15,14,&IonAlpha[i]); 
      } 
 for (i=0; i<3;++i) { 
   getline(&IonoLine, &IonoLenght, IonoParametersStream); 
      DoubleTokenizer(IonoLine,15,14,&IonBetta[i]); 
      } 
 fclose(IonoParametersStream); 
 
 //Load Sat2Orb Output 
   FILE *Sat2OrbOutputStream; 
   Sat2OrbOutputStream  =  fopen (argv[1] , "r" );   
 
 while ( feof (Sat2OrbOutputStream)==0 ){ 
  //Read "&len" characters of each line of "Data Stream", and stores them 
in "&line" 
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     if (Sat2OrbOutputLine!=NULL) Sat2OrbOutputLine[0]='\0';           
  getline(&Sat2OrbOutputLine, &Sat2OrbOutputLenght, 
Sat2OrbOutputStream); 
  if (Sat2OrbOutputLine[0]=='\0') break; 
   
 //Get the Satellites parameters 
  Tokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,0,10,Station); 
    IntTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,11,4,&YearSat); 
    IntTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,16,3,&DaySat); 
    DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,20,9,&ReceptionTime);  
  Tokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,30,1,TypeSat); 
    IntTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,32,3,&NumSat); 
    IntTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,36,3,&ArchCounter);     
    DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,130,14,&GeometricFlightTime); 
    DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,235,14,&cdt); 
    DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,250,14,&TGD); 
     
 //Get the Satellites Observables 
    DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,40,14,&L1); 
    DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,55,14,&L2); 
  DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,70,14,&C1); 
    DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,85,14,&C2); 
  DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,100,14,&P1); 
    DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,115,14,&P2); 
              
 //Calculate Geometric Distance 
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  //Load Satelite Coordenates 
  DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,145,14,&Xsat); 
  DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,160,14,&Ysat); 
     DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,175,14,&Zsat);  
     //Vector SAT-STA 
     Rho=pow(  pow(Xsat-StationXYZ[0],2.0) +  pow(Ysat-StationXYZ[1],2.0)  + 
pow(Zsat-StationXYZ[2],2.0)    ,  0.5); 
 
 
 //Relativistic Correction 
  //Load Satelite Velocity 
  DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,190,14,&VxSat); 
  DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,205,14,&VySat); 
     DoubleTokenizer(Sat2OrbOutputLine,220,14,&VzSat);   
  //Satellite Position and Velocity 
  Vsat[0]=VxSat;      Vsat[1]=VySat; 
      Vsat[2]=VzSat; 
  Rsat[0]=Xsat;      Rsat[1]=Ysat; 
      Rsat[2]=Zsat; 
  //Correction 
  Rel=2*ScalarProduct(3,Vsat,Rsat)/c; 
  Vsat[0]=2;      Vsat[1]=3; 
      Vsat[2]=-1; 
  Rsat[0]=1;      Rsat[1]=2; 
      Rsat[2]=5;   
  
 //Tropospheric Correction 
  //Compute the SATELLITE elevation, altitude and azimut and the STATION 
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  //Compute Slant Tropospheric delay (STROP) 
  t_dry=2.3*exp(-0.116e-3 * Altitude); 
  t_wet= 0.1; 
  //Compute Zenital Tropospheric Delay (ZTD) 
    m=1.001/(pow(0.002001+sin(Elevation)*sin(Elevation),0.5));  
    //Correction 
    Trop= m *(t_dry + t_wet); 
 
 //Ionospheric Correction  
     //Calculate the Earth-centered angle (in semicercles) 
     EarthCenteredAngle=0.0137/(Elevation/PI+0.11)-0.022; 
      
     //Compute the subionospheric latitude (in semicercles) 
     SubIonosphericLatitude = StaLat/PI + EarthCenteredAngle*cos(Azimut); 
     if (SubIonosphericLatitude>0.416)  SubIonosphericLatitude= 0.416; 
     if (SubIonosphericLatitude<-0.416) SubIonosphericLatitude=-0.416; 
 
  //Compute the subionospheric longitude (in semicercles) 
     SubIonosphericLongitude = StaLong/PI + 
EarthCenteredAngle*sin(Azimut)/cos(SubIonosphericLatitude*PI); 
  
   //Find the Geomagnetic latitude (in semicercles) 
     GeomagneticLatitude = SubIonosphericLatitude + 
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0.064*cos((SubIonosphericLongitude-1.617)*PI);     
 
     //Find the local time at the subionspheric point (in sec) 
    
 SubionosphericLocalTime=43200*SubIonosphericLongitude+GeometricFlightTim
e; 
     if (SubionosphericLocalTime > 86400.0) 
SubionosphericLocalTime=SubionosphericLocalTime-86400.0; 
     if (SubionosphericLocalTime < 0.0)     
SubionosphericLocalTime=SubionosphericLocalTime+86400.0;  
  
  //Convert to slant time delay (slant factor) 
     SlantFactor=1.0+16.0*pow((0.53-Elevation/PI),3.0);  
  
    //Compute the ionospheric time delay sTEC (in meters of delay): 
     TotalIonAlpha = IonAlpha[0] + IonAlpha[1]*GeomagneticLatitude + 
IonAlpha[2]*(GeomagneticLatitude*GeomagneticLatitude) + 
IonAlpha[3]*pow(GeomagneticLatitude,3.0);   
     TotalIonBeta  = IonBetta[0] + IonBetta[1]*GeomagneticLatitude + 
IonBetta[2]*(GeomagneticLatitude*GeomagneticLatitude) + 
IonBetta[3]*pow(GeomagneticLatitude,3.0); 
      
     STECx=2.0*PI*(SubionosphericLocalTime-50400.0)/TotalIonBeta; 
 
     if (fabs(STECx)<=0.5*PI){ 
         STECy=TotalIonAlpha*(1.0-0.5*STECx*STECx+pow(STECx,4.0)/24.0); 
     }else{ 
           STECy=0.0; 
     } 
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  //Correction in L1 meters 
     Iono=SlantFactor*(5.0E-9+STECy)*c; 
   
  //Correction in L1 meters 
     Iono=SlantFactor*(5.0E-9+STECy)*c; 
      
     // Change from L1 meters to STEC in electrons per area unit 
  Iono = (Iono / 40.3 )* F1 * F1;   
  //Output Model 
  ModelatedL1   = Rho - cdt + Rel + Trop - AlphaF1*Iono + TGD; 
  ModelatedL2   = Rho - cdt + Rel + Trop - AlphaF2*Iono + 
(F1/F2)*(F1/F2)*TGD;  
  ModelatedC1P1 = Rho - cdt + Rel + Trop + AlphaF1*Iono + TGD;  




printf("%10s %d %d %9.3f %s %3d %3d %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f 
%14.3f %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f %14.8f %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f %14.8f %14.8f 





  } 
 fclose(Sat2OrbOutputStream);  
 } 
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void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]){ 
  int i,j; 
  for (i=From,j=0;i<From+Lenght;++i,++j){ 
    if (LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\0' || LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\n') break; 
         Output[j]=LineToBeTokenized[i]; 
         } 
     Output[j]='\0'; 
  } 
void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput){ 




void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght, int *IntOutput){ 





void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput){ 
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void Geodetics(double Xsat,double Ysat,double Zsat,double Xstation, double 
Ystation,double Zstation,double *Elevation,double *Altitude,double *Azimut, double 
*Longitude,double *Latitude){ 
 double p,fi,fia, xn,drm; 
 double Xi[3], Xj[3], Xk[3]; 
 double dri,drj,drk; 
 double G1,G2,G3,slat,slon,clat,clon; 
  
 *Longitude=atan2(Ystation,Xstation); 
 p=pow(  Xstation*Xstation + Ystation*Ystation   ,  0.5); 
 fi=atan(  Zstation/p/( 1.0-e2)); 
 fia=0.5*fi;  
 while (fabs(fia-fi)>tolerance){ 
  fia=fi; 
  xn=(a*a)/pow(  a*cos(fi)*a*cos(fi) + b*sin(fi)*b*sin(fi),  0.5); 
  *Altitude=p/cos(fi)-xn; 
  fi=atan(  Zstation/p/(1.0-e2*xn/(xn+*Altitude))  );   
  } 
 *Latitude=fi; 
  
 //Local Coordinates Frame 
    Xi[0]=-sin(fi)*cos(*Longitude); 
    Xi[1]=-sin(fi)*sin(*Longitude); 
    Xi[2]=cos(fi); 
  
    Xj[0]=-sin(*Longitude); 
    Xj[1]=cos(*Longitude); 
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    Xj[2]=0.0; 
  
    Xk[0]=cos(fi)*cos(*Longitude); 
    Xk[1]=cos(fi)*sin(*Longitude); 
    Xk[2]=sin(fi);  
     
    drm=pow((Xsat-Xstation),2)+pow((Ysat-Ystation),2)+pow((Zsat-Zstation),2);  
    dri=((Xsat-Xstation)*Xi[0]+(Ysat-Ystation)*Xi[1]+(Zsat-Zstation)*Xi[2])/drm; 
    drj=((Xsat-Xstation)*Xj[0]+(Ysat-Ystation)*Xj[1]+(Zsat-Zstation)*Xj[2])/drm; 
    drk=((Xsat-Xstation)*Xk[0]+(Ysat-Ystation)*Xk[1]+(Zsat-Zstation)*Xk[2])/drm;   
  
 *Azimut=atan2(drj,dri); 
// printf("PERE azim: %f\n",*Azimut*180/PI); 
// printf("drm: %f\n",drm); 
// printf("dri: %e\n",dri); 
// printf("drj: %e\n",drj); 
// printf("drk: %e\n",drk); 
  
    if (*Azimut!=0.0) { 
       *Elevation=atan2(drj/sin(*Azimut),drk); 
    }else { 
       *Elevation=asin(dri); 
     } 
//    *Elevation=PI/2.0-*Elevation; printf("PERE Elevation: 
%f\n",*Elevation*180/PI); 
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    //klob 
    drm=pow(drm,0.5); 
     
    slat=sin(*Latitude); 
    slon=sin(*Longitude); 
    clat=cos(*Latitude); 
    clon=cos(*Longitude);          
     
    G1=(-slat*clon*(Xsat-Xstation) - slat*slon*(Ysat-Ystation) + clat*(Zsat-Zstation)   ) /drm; 
    G2=(-slon*(Xsat-Xstation)      + clon*(Ysat-Ystation)                               ) /drm; 
    G3=( clat*clon*(Xsat-Xstation) + clat*slon*(Ysat-Ystation) + slat*(Zsat-Zstation)   ) 
/drm;          
     
    *Elevation=asin(G3); 
    *Azimut=atan2(G2,G1);     
//    printf("KLOB Elevation: %f\n",*Elevation*180/PI); 
//    printf("KLOB azim: %f\n",*Azimut*180/PI); 
 } 
double ScalarProduct(int Nmax, double VectorA[Nmax], double VectorB[Nmax]){ 
 int i=0; 
 double result=0.0; 
 for (i=0;i<Nmax;i++) result+=VectorA[i]*VectorB[i]; 
 return result; 
 }   
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GNSS Navigation" 
 * Author: Adrià Rovira Garcia 
 * File: FilterWLMS.c 
 * Date: 20/01/2010 









#define Nmax 20 
#define Nuknowns 4 
 
typedef struct { 
 int Col; 
 int Row; 
 double Values[Nmax][Nmax]; 
 }MatrixClass; 
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//Function Declaration  
int m2v (int i, int j); 
int Matrix2Vector(double Matrix[Nmax][Nmax], int n); 
int CholeskyInversion(double *mat, int n); 
 
void PrintMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix); 
void MultiplyMatrix(MatrixClass *MatrixA, MatrixClass *MatrixB, MatrixClass 
*MatrixOutput); 
void TransposeMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix, MatrixClass *TransposeMatrix); 
void AddSubstractMatrix(MatrixClass *MatrixA, double Value, MatrixClass *MatrixB, 
MatrixClass *MatrixOutput); 
void VectoriseMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix,double Vector[]); 
void DeVectoriseMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix,double Vector[]); 
void SetDiagonalMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix,double Value); 
void ResetMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix); 
 
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]); 
void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput); 
void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,int *IntOutput); 




int main( int argc, char *argv[]){ 
 //Counters & Indexes 
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   int i=0, j=0, Observation=0, VectorisedMatrixIndex=0, FirstSample=1; 
  
   //Matrixes Declaration Matrix[ROW][COLUMN] 
   MatrixClass DesignMatrix;    DesignMatrix.Col = Nuknowns; 
 DesignMatrix.Row = Nmax; 
   MatrixClass AT;           AT.Col = Nmax;       AT.Row = Nuknowns; 
   MatrixClass ATW;          ATW.Col = Nmax;        ATW.Row = 
Nuknowns; 
   MatrixClass Weight;       Weight.Col = Nmax;       Weight.Row = Nmax; 
   MatrixClass Identity;        Identity.Col = Nuknowns;   Identity.Row = 
Nuknowns; 
   MatrixClass P;            P.Col = Nuknowns;        P.Row = 
Nuknowns; 
   MatrixClass InverseP;     InverseP.Col = Nuknowns;   InverseP.Row = 
Nuknowns; 
   MatrixClass ATWY;      ATWY.Col = 1;     
 ATWY.Row = Nuknowns; 
   MatrixClass Estimated;    Estimated.Col = 1;   
 Estimated.Row = Nmax; 
   MatrixClass Prefits;      Prefits.Col = 1;     Prefits.Row = 
Nmax; 
   MatrixClass Postfits;      Postfits.Col = 1;    
 Postfits.Row = Nmax; 
   MatrixClass PRNs;        PRNs.Col = 1;     
 PRNs.Row = Nmax; 
 MatrixClass Unknowns;     Unknowns.Col = 1;    
 Unknowns.Row = Nuknowns; 
  
 //Others 
 double WeightValue=0.0; 
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 for (i=0; i<DesignMatrix.Col;++i) VectorisedMatrixIndex+=1+i; 
 char Obs2Filter[3]; 
  
 //Vectors Declaration 
 double MatrixVectorForm[VectorisedMatrixIndex]; 
 
 //The "Observation Types Char Vector" with all possible observations: 
[L1,L2,C1,C2,P1,P2,D1,D2,T1,T2,S1,S2] with an extra space (for \n) 
 char strObservationTypes[][3] = { 
"L1","L2","C1","C2","P1","P2","D1","D2","T1","T2","S1","S2" };  
  
 //Files I/O 
   char * ModelOutputLine = NULL; 
   size_t ModelOutputLenght = 0;   
   char * StationLine = NULL; 
   size_t StationLenght = 0; 
     
   //Satellite Observables & Parameters Declaration 
   int YearSat=0, DaySat=0,NumSat=0,ArchCounter; 
   char TypeSat[2], Station[11];  
   double L1,L2,C1,C2,P1,P2;   
 double 
ModelatedL1,ModelatedL2,ModelatedC1,ModelatedC2,ModelatedP1,ModelatedP2;  
   double Xsat,Ysat,Zsat,StationXYZ[3],Rho;  
   double ReceptionTime,EmisionGPSTime,LastSampleTime; 
    
   //Initialize "Station"  
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 for (i=0;i<11;i++) Station[i] = '\0'; 
 
 //Get the Observable to filter  
 for (i=0;i<12;i++) { 
  if ( strncmp(argv[3],&strObservationTypes[i][3], 2) == 0){ 
   strcpy(Obs2Filter,&strObservationTypes[i][3]); 
   } 
  } 
 
 //Load station coordinates  
   FILE *StationDataStream; 
   StationDataStream  =  fopen (argv[2], "r" );   
 getline(&StationLine, &StationLenght, StationDataStream); 
 for (i=0; i<3;++i) { 
      DoubleTokenizer(StationLine,11+15*i,14,&StationXYZ[i]); 
      } 
 fclose(StationDataStream); 
  
 //Initialize Weight Matrix 
 WeightValue=1/pow(atof(argv[4]),2.0); 
 SetDiagonalMatrix(&Weight,WeightValue);  
  
 //Reset All Matrixes 
 ResetMatrix(&DesignMatrix);   ResetMatrix(&Prefits);  
   ResetMatrix(&Unknowns);   ResetMatrix(&PRNs); 
 ResetMatrix(&AT);     ResetMatrix(&ATW); 
     ResetMatrix(&Estimated); 
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 ResetMatrix(&InverseP);    ResetMatrix(&Identity);    
   ResetMatrix(&Postfits);          
  
   
 //Load Model Output 
   FILE *ModelOutputStream; 
   ModelOutputStream  =  fopen (argv[1], "r" );  
   while ( feof (ModelOutputStream)==0 ){ 
  getline(&ModelOutputLine, &ModelOutputLenght, 
ModelOutputStream); 
   
     //Get Reception Time         
      DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,20,9,&ReceptionTime);  
      if(FirstSample==1) {LastSampleTime=ReceptionTime; FirstSample=0;} 
       
     //Check Epoch, if a new epoch is started, solve navigation equations   
  
      if ( ReceptionTime != LastSampleTime ){ 
       //Solve by Weighted Minimum Squares Y = A·X   =>  W·Y = W·A·X 
        //Transpose A (the design matrix) 
        TransposeMatrix(&DesignMatrix,&AT); 
        //Product (At * W) 
        MultiplyMatrix(&AT,&Weight,&ATW); 
        //Calculate the Inverse of the Covariance Matrix P(x)¯¹ 
=(At * W)*A  
        MultiplyMatrix(&ATW,&DesignMatrix,&InverseP); 
        //Calculate Covariance Matrix 
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     VectoriseMatrix(&InverseP,MatrixVectorForm); 
     CholeskyInversion(MatrixVectorForm, 
Nuknowns); 
     DeVectoriseMatrix(&P,MatrixVectorForm); 
     MultiplyMatrix(&P,&InverseP,&Identity);  
        //Estimate the unknowns 
        MultiplyMatrix(&ATW,&Prefits,&ATWY); 
        MultiplyMatrix(&P,&ATWY,&Unknowns); 
        //Calculate Postfits 
        MultiplyMatrix(&DesignMatrix,&Unknowns,&Estimated); 
        AddSubstractMatrix(&Prefits,-1.0,&Estimated,&Postfits); 
 
 
       //Print Results 




//PROVES     printf("%10s %d %d %9.3f %1s %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f %14.3f 
",&Station,YearSat,DaySat,ReceptionTime,TypeSat,Unknowns.Values[0][0],Unknowns.Val
ues[1][0],Unknowns.Values[2][0],Unknowns.Values[3][0]); 
        
       //PrintPostfits 
       printf("POSTFITS: %s ",Obs2Filter); 
       for (i=0;i<Observation;i++) printf("%3.0f ",PRNs.Values[i][0]); 
    for (i=0;i<Observation;i++) printf("%14.3f 
",Postfits.Values[i][0]); 
    printf("\n"); 
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       //Prepare for next Epoch 
       ResetMatrix(&DesignMatrix);  
 ResetMatrix(&Prefits);     ResetMatrix(&Unknowns);  
       ResetMatrix(&AT);    
 ResetMatrix(&ATW);      ResetMatrix(&Estimated); 
       ResetMatrix(&InverseP);   
 ResetMatrix(&Identity);       ResetMatrix(&Postfits);       
   
       ResetMatrix(&PRNs);     Observation=0; 
        
      }     
    //Get the Satellites parameters 
   Tokenizer(ModelOutputLine,0,10,Station); 
     IntTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,11,4,&YearSat); 
     IntTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,16,3,&DaySat);     
      Tokenizer(ModelOutputLine,30,1,TypeSat); 
     IntTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,32,3,&NumSat); 
     IntTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,36,3,&ArchCounter); 
      
  //Get the Satellites Observables and Modelated Observables 
     DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,40,14,&L1); 
     DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,55,14,&ModelatedL1);  
     DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,70,14,&L2); 
     DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,85,14,&ModelatedL2); 
   DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,100,14,&C1); 
   DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,115,14,&ModelatedC1); 
     DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,130,14,&C2); 
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     DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,145,14,&ModelatedC2); 
   DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,160,14,&P1); 
   DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,175,14,&ModelatedP1); 
   DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,190,14,&P2); 
     DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,205,14,&ModelatedP2); 
              
  //Calculate Geometric Distance 
   //Load Satelite Coordenates 
   DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,235,14,&Xsat); 
   DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,250,14,&Ysat); 
      DoubleTokenizer(ModelOutputLine,265,14,&Zsat);  
      //Vector SAT-STA 
      Rho=pow(  pow(Xsat-StationXYZ[0],2.0) +  pow(Ysat-StationXYZ[1],2.0)  + 
pow(Zsat-StationXYZ[2],2.0)    ,  0.5); 
 
       LastSampleTime=ReceptionTime; 
       //Calculate Prefit 
        Prefits.Values[Observation][0]=C1-ModelatedC1; 
       //Calculate Design Matrix 
        DesignMatrix.Values[Observation][0]=(Xsat-
StationXYZ[0])/Rho; 
        DesignMatrix.Values[Observation][1]=(Ysat-
StationXYZ[1])/Rho; 
        DesignMatrix.Values[Observation][2]=(Zsat-
StationXYZ[2])/Rho; 
        DesignMatrix.Values[Observation][3]=1; 
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       //Save the Satellites Present in current Epoch 
        PRNs.Values[Observation][0]=1.0*NumSat; 
         
       //Prepare to allocate new observation 
        Observation=Observation+1;  
    } 
 fclose(ModelOutputStream);  
 } 
 
void PrintMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix){ 
 int j=0,i=0; 
 printf("\n"); 
 for (j=0;j<Matrix->Row;j++) { 
  printf("|"); 
     for (i=0;i<Matrix->Col;i++) { 
      printf("%20.5f ",Matrix->Values[j][i]); 
       } 
       printf("|\n"); 
     } 
 }  
void Tokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char Output[]){ 
 int i,j; 
 for (i=From,j=0;i<From+Lenght;++i,++j){ 
    if (LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\0' || LineToBeTokenized[i]=='\n') break; 
         Output[j]=LineToBeTokenized[i]; 
         } 
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    Output[j]='\0'; 
 } 
 
void DoubleTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,double 
*DoubleOutput){ 
 char AuxDoubleTokenizer[81]; 
 Tokenizer(LineToBeTokenized,From,Lenght,AuxDoubleTokenizer); 
 *DoubleOutput=atof(AuxDoubleTokenizer); 
 //printf("Double Tokenizer Output %f \n", *DoubleOutput); 
 } 
 
void IntTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght, int *IntOutput){ 





void CharTokenizer(char LineToBeTokenized[81], int From, int Lenght,char *CharOutput){ 




void SetDiagonalMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix,double Value){ 
 int j=0,i=0; 
    for (j=0;j<Matrix->Row;j++) { 
     for (i=0;i<Matrix->Col;i++) { 
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      Matrix->Values[i][j]=0.0; 
       if (i==j) Matrix->Values[i][j]=Value; 
      } 
     } 
 }  
   
void ResetMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix){ 
 int j=0,i=0; 
    for (j=0;j<Nmax;j++) { 
     for (i=0;i<Nmax;i++) { 
      Matrix->Values[j][i]=0.0; 
      } 
     } 
 }  
void DeVectoriseMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix,double Vector[]){ 
 int j=0,i=0,k=0; 
    for (j=0;j<Matrix->Col;j++) { 
      for (i=0;i<=j;i++,k++) { 
       Matrix->Values[i][j]=Vector[k]; 
       if (j!=i) Matrix->Values[j][i]=Vector[k]; 
       } 
     }  
 } 
  
void VectoriseMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix,double Vector[]){ 
 int j=0,i=0,k=0; 
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    for (j=0;j<Matrix->Col;j++) { 
      for (i=0;i<=j;i++,k++) { 
       Vector[k]=Matrix->Values[i][j]; 
       } 
     }  
 } 
void AddSubstractMatrix(MatrixClass *MatrixA, double Value, MatrixClass *MatrixB, 
MatrixClass *MatrixOutput){ 
 int j=0,i=0; 
    for (j=0;j<Nmax;j++) { 
      for (i=0;i<Nmax;i++) { 
       MatrixOutput->Values[j][i]=MatrixA->Values[j][i]+Value*MatrixB-
>Values[j][i];  
       } 
     }  
 } 
  
void TransposeMatrix(MatrixClass *Matrix, MatrixClass *TransposeMatrix){ 
 int j=0,i=0; 
  
 for (j=0;j<Nmax;j++) { 
      for (i=0;i<Nmax;i++) { 
       TransposeMatrix->Values[i][j]=Matrix->Values[j][i]; 
       } 
  } 
 }  
void MultiplyMatrix(MatrixClass *MatrixA, MatrixClass *MatrixB, MatrixClass 
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*MatrixOutput){ 
 int j=0,i=0,k=0; 
 double sum=0.0; 
     
    if (MatrixA->Col != MatrixB->Row) {  
     printf("Error: Matrix Dimensions Must Agree\n");  
     printf("MatrixA Col: %d  Row: %d  \nMatrixB Col: %d  Row: %d 
\nOutputMatrix Col: %d   Row: %d \n",MatrixA->Col,MatrixA->Row,MatrixB-
>Col,MatrixB->Row,MatrixOutput->Col,MatrixOutput->Row);  
     scanf("%*c");  
     } 
    if ( (MatrixA->Row != MatrixOutput->Row) || (MatrixB->Col != MatrixOutput-
>Col) ) { 
     printf("Error: Output Matrix Dimensions Must Agree\n");  
     printf("MatrixA Col: %d  Row: %d  \nMatrixB Col: %d  Row: %d 
\nOutputMatrix Col: %d   Row: %d \n",MatrixA->Col,MatrixA->Row,MatrixB-
>Col,MatrixB->Row,MatrixOutput->Col,MatrixOutput->Row);  
     scanf("%*c"); 
     } 
      
    for (j=0;j<(MatrixA->Row);++j) { 
      for (i=0;i<MatrixB->Col;i++) { 
       sum=0.0; 
       for (k=0;k<MatrixB->Row;k++) { 
        sum = sum + MatrixA->Values[j][k]*MatrixB->Values[k][i]; 
        } 
        MatrixOutput->Values[j][i]=sum;     
       } 
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     } 
  } 
  
int m2v (int i, int j) { 
 return i>j ? i*(i+1)/2+j : j*(j+1)/2+i; 
} 
int CholeskyInversion(double *mat, int n) { 
 int i,j,k; 
 double sum; 
 
 for (i=0;i<n;i++) { 
   for (j=i;j<n;j++) { 
     for (sum=mat[m2v(i,j)],k=i-1;k>=0;k--) sum -= mat[m2v(i,k)]*mat[m2v(j,k)]; 
     if (i==j) { 
       if (sum <= 0) return -1;  // Cholesky decomposition failed 
       mat[m2v(i,i)]=sqrt(sum); 
     } else mat[m2v(j,i)]=sum/mat[m2v(i,i)]; 
   } 
 } 
 
// Beginning Upper Inversion 
 
 for (i=0;i<n;i++) { 
   mat[m2v(i,i)]=1/mat[m2v(i,i)]; 
   for (j=i+1;j<n;j++) { 
     sum=0; 
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     for (k=i;k<j;k++) sum -= mat[m2v(j,k)]*mat[m2v(k,i)]; 
     mat[m2v(j,i)]=sum/mat[m2v(j,j)]; 
   } 
 } 
 
// Multiplying U^-1 * UT^-1 
 
 for (i=0;i<n;i++) { 
   for (j=i;j<n;j++) { 
     sum=0; 
     for (k=j;k<n;k++) sum += mat[m2v(i,k)]*mat[m2v(k,j)]; 
     mat[m2v(i,j)]=sum; 
   } 
 } 
 
 return (0); 
 
 } 
